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AGENTDRIVE

Founded in 2015, AgentDrive provides CRM, marketing and advertising software and services to the Real Estate industry. 

Clients using AgentDrive software include global estate and letting agencies Century21 and Coldwell Banker, alongside a variety of local real estate brokerages.

PRODUCTS

AgentDrive CRM - A CRM and marketing automation system for the real estate sector.



AMOCRM

Founded in 2009, amoCRM are based in San Francisco, CA.

It is in use across a number of industries, and current customers include Brown Star Insurance, Cold-Stock Outer-Wear, and Right Party Planning.

PRODUCTS

amoCRM - A lead and sales management CRM for enterprizes of all sizes.



APTEAN

Aptean is a global provider of enterprise software solutions, including CRM, supply chain management and accounting.

Aptean specializes in the food, manufacturing, and financial industries, and among their clients are HJ Heinz, the Kramp Group, and Shell FCU. Founded in 2012
and headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, Aptean has offices across North America, Europe, and the Far East.

PRODUCTS

CoreTrac - A CRM system designed for use by financial institutions.

Pivotal CRM - A CRM system designed for use in a number of industries.



BASE

Founded in 2009 Base CRM is a software company aimed at making small business, mid-market or enterprise sales teams more productive through web-based
CRM. Focusing on sales as the primary function, Base look to increase new leads, reduce lead response time and increase annual revenue for their users.

Headquartered in Mountain View, California, USA, with research and development offices located in Krakow, Poland, Base have a varied customer base, delivering
their product to a range of business sectors including technology and financial services.

PRODUCTS

Base CRM - A sales-focused CRM software for small to enterprise businesses



BENCHMARK SOFTWARE

Somerset-based Benchmark software have been developing business software for over 35 years. Among their clients, Benchmark count footwear manufacturer and
retailer Clarks, soft drinks manufacturer Citrosoft, and Telstra, one of Australia’s largest communications companies.

PRODUCTS

Benchmark CRM - A CRM system built with speed and ease of use in mind.



BPM'ONLINE

Founded in 2003, bpm'online is a global software vendor with offices in the USA, UK, Australia, and Singapore. The firm specializes in a process driven, cloud-based
CRM solutions for sales, marketing, and service automation.

bpm'online serves 6,500 customers including L’Oreal, Allianz, and Heinz.

PRODUCTS

bpm'online - A process driven cloud CRM system solution for sales, marketing and service automation.



BUDDYCRM

Founded by a team of sales directors in 2007, BuddyCRM is a UK provider of CRM software aimed at small to medium sized businesses. The firm operates on a
SaaS basis and places a high emphasis on customer support.

PRODUCTS

BuddyCRM - A CRM system offering a collaborative approach to sales.



CAPSULE

Founded in 2009, Capsule provides CRM software with a mission to hit a middle ground between overly complex and too simplistic options found elsewhere in the
sector. Focusing on the organization, efficiency, and strong customer relationships, Capsule delivers a service intended to increase productivity and minimize stress
for both customers and users.

Based in Manchester, United Kingdom, Capsule serves customers of all business types in over 150 countries across the world.

PRODUCTS

Capsule CRM - A CRM system catering to businesses of any size looking for a comprehensive system.



COMPANYHUB

CompanyHub is a privately held company that was founded in 2015.

PRODUCTS

CompanyHub CRM - A cloud-based CRM with an emphasis on customization and flexibility.



CONSTRUCTION CRM

Established in 1993, Construction CRM provider that tailors to the construction, engineering, and architecture industries. With offices in Colorado, Nova Scotia and
the UK, the firm serves clients across the globe.

PRODUCTS

Project-SalesAchiever CRM - A CRM tailored towards the construction and engineering industries.



FRESHDESK

Founded in 2010, Freshdesk is a software development company with a desire to improve customer experience through CRM as a result of unsatisfactory results
when dealing with supplier companies. With over 80,000 customers and high profile clients including Honda, Unicef, Cisco and Solar City, Freshdesk provides their
software to companies of all sizes.

Freshdesk also offices in San Francisco, London, Sydney, and Berlin and provide their services to companies across the globe.

PRODUCTS

Freshdesk CRM - A CRM for users looking to provide a high level of customer experience



GOPHER LEADS

Gopher Leads was founded in 2015, the company is headquartered in Toronto, and serves customers throughout North America.

Current users of Gopher Leads software include Rogers Communications, Progressive Waste Solutions, and Quest Disposal.

PRODUCTS

Gopher Leads - A lead generation and management platform for frontline employees.



GREENROPE

California-based Greenrope provides marketing software solutions to small businesses. Founded in 2008, the firm’s roots lie in the email marketing industry although
its scope has since expanded to incorporate CRM, B2B marketing, and other enterprise solutions.

PRODUCTS

Greenrope CRM - A CRM aimed for use by small and medium enterprises looking for up to date marketing technology.



HATCHBUCK

Founded in 2012, Hatchbuck has been located in downtown St. Louis, Missouri since its creation.

Current users of Hatchbuck software include the University of Albany, Compass Advisors and Fit Chicks.

PRODUCTS

Hatchbuck - A CRM and marketing solution for SMBs.



HEADSHED

Based in Trondheim, Norway, Headshed was founded in 2013 and offers its CRM software services to Europe.

Current users of Headshed software include Pronas, NHO and Consort.

PRODUCTS

Headshed Cube - A CRM for sales, telemarketing and call center based companies.



HUBSPOT

Founded by MIT graduates in 2004, US-based HubSpot is an inbound marketing firm that offers B2B sales and marketing software solutions and consultancy
services. Their client base is made up of over 20,000 small to medium sized businesses in a number of industries including technology and finance.

HubSpot’s US offices are based in Massachusetts and New Hampshire, while global offices can be found in Ireland, Singapore, Australia and Japan.

PRODUCTS

HubSpot CRM - A free cloud based CRM software system.



INFOR

Founded in 2002 and headquartered in New York, Infor is a private, multinational enterprise software company. With over 58 million active users and operations in
200 countries and territories, Infor is currently the third largest enterprise software provider in the world. Its business model is based on SaaS and its applications are
primarily provided via the Amazon Web Services cloud and a number of open source platforms. Clients include Bank of America, Mitsubishi, and Tommy Hilfiger.

PRODUCTS

Infor Customer Experience Suite - A CRM system tailor made for the needs of 5 select industries.



INSIGHTLY

Insightly provides small businesses with web-based CRM software intended to maximize productivity while minimizing technical maintenance and cost. Insightly has
a full team of systems and network engineers who provide support 24/7, and has a tiered system in place to meet differing business needs, including manufacturing
operations and advertising and media.

Headquartered in California, USA, Insightly serve over 800,000 users daily from 100 countries, and remotely monitor all their services from 14 different locations on
four continents around the world.

PRODUCTS

Insightly CRM - A CRM catering towards the needs of small businesses.



LASSO CRM

Founded in 2005, Lasso CRM have been developing and providing CRM technology to improve marketing and sales channels.

Serving the US and Canada, current users of Lasso CRM software include MAC Marketing Solutions, Rose & Womble Realty, and Stylecraft Builders.

PRODUCTS

Lasso CRM - A CRM system designed specifically for the needs of realtors and home builders.



LEADMASTER

LeadMaster is based in Roswell, Georgia. Serving the needs of companies worldwide, the company has been operating since 1998. Their software is in use in a
variety of industries, some of which include advertising, education, manufacturing and real estate.

PRODUCTS

LeadMaster CRM - A CRM system offering an all-in-one approach to lead management.



LESS ANNOYING SOFTWARE

Less Annoying Software LLP was started in 2009 with a mission to help small businesses succeed through CRM software. Less Annoying Software focus on offering
simple and effective solutions within CRM, which is both easy to manage and avoids any of the more “annoying” factors they found in other providers,  

Based in St. Louis, Missouri, USA, Less Annoying Software cater to small businesses globally – from travel to accounting to marketing, their CRM can be adapted to
almost any business sector.

PRODUCTS

Less Annoying CRM - A CRM software system designed with ease of use in mind.



MARKETCIRCLE

Founded in 1999, US based software firm Marketcircle develops native business applications for Apple devices. Marketcircle’s products are geared towards small
businesses and their client base stretches across a number of industries, including finance, legal and consulting.

PRODUCTS

Daylite CRM - A CRM designed for use by sales teams who rely on Apple devices.



MICROSOFT

Microsoft was founded in 1975 and is one of the largest software companies on the planet. Providing services to businesses across the globe, Microsoft have a vast
range of products and solutions for all aspects of commercial and consumer spaces.

With headquarters in Redmond, Washington, USA, Microsoft has offices across all continents – their customers include Lotus F1, Marston’s Beer Company, and
Metro Bank.

PRODUCTS

Microsoft Dynamics CRM - A fully featured CRM system able to integrate with other Dynamics products.



MOTHERNODE

Mothernode is a SaaS solution provider based in Irving, Texas. Founded in 2009, the company primarily provides its services to small and medium-sized
businesses.

Current users of Mothernode software products include iZone Imaging, Denver Carpet and Flooring, DFW Security and eComp Consultants.

PRODUCTS

Mothernode CRM - A cloud-based CRM that includes sale and marketing automation.



NETHUNT

NetHunt is a self-funded, Kiev-based company that was founded with the goal of linking Google Apps with a CRM to help fill it with data.

PRODUCTS

NetHunt CRM - A cloud-based CRM designed for use in conjunction with G-Suite.



NETSUITE

Founded in 1998 and headquartered in California, NetSuite Inc is a cloud-based, enterprise software provider to organizations of all sizes.

NetSuite serves companies in a broad spectrum of industries, with notable clients including sports manufacturer Asics, airline HK Express, and Virgin Money
Australia. NetSuite was acquired by the Oracle Corporation in 2016.

PRODUCTS

NetSuite CRM - A cloud based CRM system for use by small to large companies.



NIMBLE

Nimble was founded in 2009 with the goal of creating a CRM product which provides a single platform to manage all communication channels in the modern
consumer space. With a strong focus on integrations and meeting the ever-changing needs of online business, Nimble aims to bring customers and companies
closer together, improving relationships, service, efficiency and profitability.  

Supplying customers worldwide across a broad spectrum of business types including retail, marketing, IT Services, entertainment and consultancy, Nimble is
headquartered in Santa Monica, California.

PRODUCTS

Nimble CRM - A CRM system designed to manage all aspects of customer interactions within one platform.



NOTES17

Based in Indianapolis, Indiana, NOTES17 (N17) are a software development company that design products for desktop and mobile devices.

Alongside their flagship CRM product The Pagico Suite, NOTES17 also offer Presentics, a software application for creating presentations.

PRODUCTS

Pagico - A task management and CRM tool for individual and team users.



NUTSHELL

Nutshell provides mobile-friendly CRM solutions to companies across a number of different industries, including food and drink, eCommerce, technology, and
financials. The company is headquartered in Ann Arbor, MI and customers include Portland tech company Metal Toad, BitTorrent, and high-growth nonprofit
consultancy Bloomerang.

PRODUCTS

Nutshell - A CRM created for flexibility and ease of use.



OPENCRM

Based in North Yorkshire, OpenCRM serves a range of customers from start-ups to large corporate organisations. The firm was founded in 2005 and has developed
an international client base in a wide range of industries, including as technology, manufacturing, finance and education.

PRODUCTS

OpenCRM - A highly customizable CRM system for small and medium businesses.



ORACLE

Oracle entered the CRM marketplace in 1998 and since then has supplied customer relations solutions to 420,000 customers across 145 countries. Providing a
comprehensive range of fully integrated cloud applications, platform services, and engineered systems, Oracle aims to deliver all the tools to make businesses of all
sizes operate smoothly.

With customers in a range of public and private sectors, from aerospace and defense through to retail and insurance, Oracle has a robust and customizable platform
able to be adapted for different purposes. Oracle is headquartered in Redwood Shores, California, USA and serves companies worldwide.

PRODUCTS

Oracle Customer Experience - A fully fledged CRM system offering a variety of additional features.



PIPEDRIVE

Founded in 2010, Pipedrive provides CRM software designed to manage intricate sales processes successfully. Pipedrive has a focus on delivering CRM solutions
to small sales teams and minimizing operational issues within the sector, as experienced by the co-founders in their own sales background.  

With over 30,000 customers in more than 140 countries, Pipedrive is headquartered in Estonia and provides services internationally in 13 languages and multiple
currencies. Their high-profile clients include Samsung, Amazon and Vimeo.

PRODUCTS

Pipedrive - A CRM for small sales teams operating activity based selling.



PIPELINEDEALS

From their offices in Seattle and Philadelphia, PipelineDeals serve thousands of sales teams across the world. Their client base is predominantly made up of small to
medium-sized businesses across a wide range of industries.

PRODUCTS

PipelineDeals - A CRM solution aimed at sales teams looking to move from in-house spreadsheets to a CRM.



PIPELINERSALES

Founded in 2007, Pipelinersales Inc. provides CRM software with a mission to put people first, offering users with a fun and enjoyable. Delivering a service with an
emphasis on sales forecasting and predictions, Pipelinersales Inc. also aims to reduce user stress and time-consuming tasks to increase productivity across the
board.

Headquartered in Los Angeles, California, and Vienna, Austria, Pipelinersales Inc. spans every continent, with offices in the UK, Sweden, Slovakia, India, the Middle
East, and Asia/Pacific. Optimized for businesses of all sizes, Pipeliner serves customers in communications, manufacturing, services and technology sectors.

PRODUCTS

Pipeliner CRM - A CRM looking to improve the relationship between sales staff and management.



PROSPERWORKS

ProsperWorks was founded in 2011 with a mission to deliver an enjoyable and easy-to-use CRM to businesses of any size, avoiding the complications they
perceived within the market. By focusing on delivering a simple and accessible platform with integration as a key feature, ProsperWorks have a solid relationship
with, and are recommended by, Google.

Based in San Francisco, California, USA, ProsperWorks cater to businesses of all sectors globally, with a particularly strong service for Google app users.

PRODUCTS

ProsperWorks - A CRM catering to businesses of all sizes with an emphasis on Google Apps integrations.



REALLY SIMPLE SYSTEMS

Founder and CEO John Paterson started Really Simple Systems in 2006 and it has since grown to serve over 10,000 customers across the world. Amongst them are
IBM, the Red Cross and the Royal Academy of Arts as well as hundreds of small to medium sized businesses. Really Simple Systems have a global footprint, with
offices in the US, UK and Australia.

PRODUCTS

Really Simple Systems CRM - A CRM for small and medium enterprises operating in B2B sectors.



SAGE

Founded in 1981, Sage is a multinational enterprise software company headquartered in Newcastle, UK. It is the world’s largest supplier of enterprise resource
planning software to small businesses and has over 6.1 million customers globally in industries such as healthcare, construction, distribution, finance and
manufacturing. 

Sage has offices in 23 countries across Europe, North America, South Africa, Brazil, Asia and Australia. The firm has been a constituent of the FTSE 100 Index since
1999. Its clients include Blue Sky International, Dixon Advisory and Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra.

PRODUCTS

Sage CRM - An integrated CRM solution offering a range of integrated features.



SALESBOX

Salesbox is based in Stockholm, Sweden. The company are providers of a sales CRM system offered to companies around the world.

Founded in 2014, users of Salesbox include; Panyavong Asset Management and Lighthouse Social Marketing LLC.

PRODUCTS

Salesbox - A mobile and agile CRM sales tool that integrates with Microsoft and Google.



SALESFLARE

Founded in Antwerp in 2014, Salesflare is a provider of CRM software organizations of all sizes. With offices in New York and Antwerp, the firm’s client base
stretches across North America and Europe. Their clients include investment funds and Silicon Valley firms such as Udacity.

Clients of Salesflare include investment funds and Silicon Valley firms such as Udacity.

PRODUCTS

Salesflare - A CRM software solution aimed at sales teams in organizations of all sizes.



SALESFORCE

Founded in 1999, Salesforce provides CRM solutions for small businesses and industries with a strong focus on effective selling through comprehensive
connectivity. Salesforce aims to deliver a platform which personalizes the customer experience and makes use of the modern business landscape through social
media channels. The company provides solutions to a wide range of industries, such as financial services, retail, media, and manufacturing.

With worldwide headquarters in San Francisco, California, Salesforce has numerous offices throughout North and South America, Europe, Asia, Asia Pacific, Middle
East and Africa. Salesforce serves a number of high profile clients including Virgin Media, Aston Martin, and Barclays Bank Plc.

PRODUCTS

Salesforce - An all-in-one cloud CRM software solution for companies of all sizes.



SALESNET

Headquartered in Duluth, Georgia and part of the Oracle Corporation, Salesnet is a provider of B2B cloud CRM solutions to small and medium-sized businesses.

Founded in 1997, Salesnet was one of the early pioneers of SaaS based CRM and has since grown to support over 37,000 users. Among its clients are Innovative
Cost Solutions, Siemens Energy and Valley Insurance Partners, Inc.

PRODUCTS

Salesnet CRM - A customizable CRM system designed for small and medium enterprises.



SAP

Founded in 1972, SAP provides enterprise applications in terms of software and software-related service revenue worldwide. SAP aims to help organizations combat
the complexities of the modern marketplace, generating opportunities for growth and innovation to drive performance.

SAP is headquartered in Walldorf, Germany, with regional offices in 130 countries including a dedicated arm for the UK and Ireland. High profile customers include
Adidas Group, NBA, and Dell.

PRODUCTS

SAP CRM - A customer relation management CRM aimed at provided customer insights to its users.

SAP Anywhere - A cloud CRM for companies of all sizes, with the ability to be integrated with other SAP products.



SOFFRONT SOFTWARE

Founded in 1992, Soffront Software is a provider of CRM software to medium to large sized organizations. Headquartered in Las Vegas, Soffront also have offices in
Kolkata, India.

Current customers include Action Coach Franchise Boeing, Siemens, Hitachi Consulting and Eurofins.

PRODUCTS

Soffront CRM - A highly customizable CRM software system aimed at medium sized organizations. 



SUGARCRM

SugarCRM was founded in 2004 with the goal of creating a CRM product which empowers customer facing users to create strong consumer relationships. With a
focus on providing an intuitive and enjoyable user experience, SugarCRM aims to improve profitability and productivity through a combination of products and
solutions.

Supplying customers internationally across a broad range of industries, including energy, healthcare, manufacturing, nonprofit and transportation, SugarCRM is
headquartered in Cupertino, California, with worldwide offices in New York, Hong Kong, Sydney, London, Raleigh, Munich, and Minsk.

PRODUCTS

SugarCRM - A CRM system aiming to offer a personalized user experience for companies of any size.



SUITECRM

Founded as the maintainers of the CRM package SuiteCRM, SalesAgility is an ISO-accredited open source consultancy. The firm is responsible for the upkeep and
support of SuiteCRM and has delivered over 300 projects to organisations of all sizes around the world. The UK’s NHS are one of the firm’s major clients.

PRODUCTS

SuiteCRM - A free open-source CRM software system for users looking for the freedom to customize their system.



SUPEROFFICE

Founded in 1989, SuperOffice has grown to be one of Europe’s leading CRM providers in the Business to Business (B2B) market. The UK-based firm provides a
range of CRM solutions to small and medium-sized firms and boasts a client base of over 11,000 businesses in industries such as design, manufacturing, and
communications.

PRODUCTS

SuperOffice CRM - A CRM available as an all-in-one solution or as role based packages.



WEBCRM

CRM provider webCRM have been providing web-based B2B CRM solutions to businesses around the world for over a decade. In all, the firm has over a dozen
offices across Europe, South America and South Africa with local specialists offering support and expertise to a client base of over 20,000 users in industries such as
finance, manufacturing, and distribution.

PRODUCTS

Web CRM - A web-based CRM for small and developing sales teams.



WORKBOOKS

Founded in 2007, Workbooks are a British based business application provider, serving mid-market organizations in the UK and further afield. The firm has a client
base of over 700 companies in a range of industries, including such as technology, distribution, and finance.

PRODUCTS

Workbooks CRM - An integration friendly CRM system for medium sized sales team.



ZOHO

Founded in 2005, Zoho is a cloud-based software developer which specializes in business applications such as collaboration, accounting, and CRM. The firm has
over 20 million active users and offices in the US, UK, Australia and India.

Zoho clients and partners include the online retailer Amazon, Amiad Water Systems, and the Milagro Advisory Group.

PRODUCTS

Zoho CRM - A CRM system designed for use by small and medium businesses.
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